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Summary: We report the clinical and imaging features of a patient with transient partial trigeminal sensory neuropathy thought to have been induced by thermal injury to the tongue. Abnormal thickening and enhancement of the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve was revealed by MR imaging. The diagnostic considerations for mass-like enlargement of the trigeminal nerve should include transient/inflammatory processes, as well as more common and sinister conditions, such as tumor.

Isolated sensory neuropathies of the trigeminal nerve are rare. Clinically, the syndrome consists of isolated numbness in the anatomic distribution of the maxillary and mandibular divisions (1). Imaging is indicated to exclude the commonly associated underlying causes, such as tumor, and to define the extent of disease (2). In the absence of an underlying cause, this condition is termed idiopathic and is thought to be viral in origin (1). We present a case of trigeminal sensory neuropathy in which MR imaging revealed transient abnormal enhancement along the proximal course of the mandibular division of the trigeminal nerve. The imaging appearance was similar to that of other disease entities, such as perineural tumor spread and schwannoma. This case is presented to remind radiologists that trigeminal sensory neuropathy, although uncommon, should be considered in a complete differential diagnosis when the appropriate imaging and clinical findings are present.

Case Report

A 38-year-old man first noticed focal numbness at the tip of the right side of his tongue 2 days after burning his tongue in the same area with hot scalding food. The numbness progressed during the next few days to involve the entire right hemitongue and the right mandibular gingiva and teeth. The patient also experienced a tingling sensation in his right lower lip. This subsequently extended to the chin and entire angle of the jaw. There was no history of cold sores, preceding viral illness, or previous head and neck cancer.

A physical examination performed 10 days after the onset of symptoms showed a resolving burn on the right side of the tongue. There were no dental infections, skin vesicles, or cervical lymphadenopathy. Sensory examination revealed blunting of appreciation to pin prick and light touch and impaired temperature discrimination confined to the anatomic distribution of the mandibular nerve. The corneal reflex was intact. There was no facial weakness or weakness of the muscles of mastication.

MR images obtained at the time of the physical examination (Fig 1) showed enlargement and excessive enhancement of the right mandibular nerve in the foramen ovale and upper masticator space, relative to the normal contralateral side. The cavernous sinus, Meckel’s cave, and the intracranial space were normal. There was no evidence of a primary malignancy in the head and neck. Initial diagnostic considerations included schwannoma, perineural spread from an occult malignancy, and neuritis.

Shortly after the MR examination, the symptoms began to recede. The right lower facial numbness resolved over 1 week, and the dense sensory loss of the tongue also improved. Because the mandibular nerve enhancement was thought clinically to represent a thermally induced injury rather than a neoplastic process, the patient was managed conservatively. At the 4-month follow-up examination, there was only minimal residual numbness and tingling in the right hemitongue. Repeat MR imaging performed at that time (Fig 2) revealed complete resolution of previous abnormalities, and no new lesion had developed in the interim. The association of imaging abnormality with the clinical symptoms in the same anatomic distribution, and simultaneous resolution of both, strongly suggested the diagnosis of thermally induced transient mandibular nerve neuritis. At the 10-month follow-up examination, the patient remained asymptomatic and the results of further repeat MR imaging were normal.

Discussion

The differential diagnosis of trigeminal neuropathy is long and incorporates a wide range of conditions, including neoplastic, inflammatory, infectious, toxic, traumatic, iatrogenic (dental), and collagen vascular causes (3). The most worrisome is tumor, either extrinsic or intrinsic to the nerve, including perineural infiltration of head and neck malignancy. Most cases of trigeminal neuropathy have underlying causes (4). Hence, new onset of trigeminal neuropathy, with or without pain, requires a careful clinical and radiologic evaluation to exclude serious underlying disease (2).

The case presented herein represents a transient trigeminal sensory neuropathy of the mandibular division, in which an inciting event, a thermal injury, could be identified. In our search of the literature, we could find no other cases of thermally
or traumatically induced trigeminal neuropathy. We did, however, find a well-described, albeit not widely known, entity called idiopathic trigeminal sensory neuropathy (1, 5–7). Acute, chronic, and recurrent forms have been reported. The painless and purely sensory form is limited to the mandibular and maxillary divisions, and the patients generally report that they feel as if they just had dental anesthesia with rapid onset. A viral origin is generally postulated for trigeminal sensory neuropathy, and it has been suggested that a diagnosis of idiopathic trigeminal sensory neuropathy be made only if underlying conditions are excluded. Parallels have been made to the transient dysfunction more commonly affecting the sixth and seventh cranial nerves (1). Two cases have been reported in the literature by Rorick et al (6) with MR imaging findings of thickening and excessive enhancement of the trigeminal nerve, albeit in the cisternal segment and gasserian ganglion.

In our case, tumor could not be excluded based on the initial imaging but could be excluded when the lesion resolved without therapy, as revealed by follow-up imaging. The direct temporal relationship of the scalding injury to the sensory neuropathy, combined with the simultaneous resolution of both the imaging findings and symptoms, argued strongly for a direct causal relationship between the two. To our knowledge, thermally induced transient trigeminal sensory neuropathy has not previously been reported in the literature.

There is relatively little literature describing thermal injuries to cranial nerves. We are unaware of any documentation that a distal cranial nerve thermal injury can result in a retrograde inflammation or neuritis. It has been reported that scalding injuries in rat paws result in a marked release of the neuropeptides neurokinin A and Y from peripheral nerves and that this peptide release may contribute to the edema and inflammation that occurs after burns (8). It is conceivable that this nerve-mediated burn response and the associated inflammation could alter the blood-nerve barrier and result in the abnormal enhancement of the nerve seen on MR images.

We postulate, in this case, that a thermal injury, a burn to the tongue, resulted in an inflammatory reaction of the lingual nerve, which spread in a retrograde manner and resulted in a generalized mandibular nerve sensory neuropathy. When confronted with an enlarged, abnormally enhancing trigeminal nerve, the radiologist should be aware that benign origins, such as transient sensory neuropathies as in the case presented herein, might be the underlying cause.
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